
DESIGN CHALLENGE....

Create a bird house that  
meets all the needs of its 
inhabitants.

Provides an aesthetic element 
which is a cohesive piece of 
ornamentation to any home, 
garden, or public space.

Can inspire and grow the bird 
enthusiast community through 
function and re-usability.

Engages it’s user through 
easy to assemble “Kit 
Construction” that is still a 
strong and reliable product.



Chickadee Backyard Home

The Basics

INTERACT HOLE

 1 1/8”

BOX DEPTH

9”

WIDTH & LENGTH

5 1/2” 5 1/2”



The Chickadee Backyard Home
designed with function in mind....
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CHICKADEE BACKYARD HOME
Why Kit Construction? 

• Simple steps to build for an interactive experience 
between consumer and their new Backyard Home.

• All pieces include pre-drilled holes for easy construction.

Step 1
• Attach Bottom 

to Front and 
Back pieces.

Step 2
• Attach Roof 

to Front and 
Back pieces.

Step 3
• Attach Sides 

to Front and 
Back pieces.

Roof elements pre-assembled



Large fly nut for easy     
reuse in-between nestingMaximum sized 

opening for faster 
cleaning

Thumb Notch Cutout

All assembly 
fasteners coupled with          

counter bored holes for         
fastener protection and 
resulting flush surface

Chickadee Backyard Home
Design Features
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Open Roof for 
Ventilation
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Weep holes  pre-cut into 
base of bird house

Chickadee Facts.
Where does a chickadee bird live?
North American songbird that lives in the northern State of America and Candida.

What attracts chickadees?
In the winter these birds will be attracted to your bird feeders and shelter. Any feeders with 
peanut kernels or black oil sunflower seed will be a great addition to a Chickadee Backyard 
Home.

How does this bird house protect the chickadee from Predictors?
The chickadee’s main predator line up are the Hawk, Owl, and the Shrike. The hole and 
ventilation gap at the roof are too small for predators to enter.
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CHICKADEE BACKYARD HOME

Who want One?

The design of the Chickadee Backyard Home incorporates features that attract the 
everyday local “Market Place Consumer”. Its aesthetics provide a modern style and 
antiquate living quarters for any Chickadee family. This bird house is the perfect addition to 
your home, garden, or public outdoor space.
 
Kit construction is the most important feature of this design. For the avid bird enthusiast that 
wants to be more engaged with his flying backyard neighbors, or a fun project the family can 
enjoy....This design provides an interactive element that will help to increase the customer 
satisfaction when purchasing a new home for a Chickadee.
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